The performance of speaker verification systems is often compromised under real-world environments. For example, variations in handset characteristics could cause severe performance degradation. This paper presents a novel method to overcome this problem by using a non-linear handset mapper. Under this method, a mapper is constructed by training an elliptical basis function network using distorted speech features as inputs and the corresponding clean features as the desired outputs. During feature recuperation, clean features are recovered by feeding the distorted features to the feature mapper. The recovered features are then presented to a speaker model as if they were derived from clean speech. Experimental evaluations based on 258 speakers of the TIMIT and NTIMIT corpuses suggest that the feature mappers improve the verification performance remarkably.
INTRODUCTION
While today's speaker verification systems perform reasonably well under controlled conditions, their performances are often compromised under real-world environments. In particular, variations in handset characteristics are known to be the major cause of performance degradation. Although this problem has been addressed by a number of approaches, such as cepstral weighting [l] , adaptive component weighting [2], cepstral mean subtraction [3], relative spectral processing [4], and signal bias removal [5], most of them operate on the assumption that the channel effect can be approximated by a linear filter, which may be a poor approximation. Therefore, a more complex representation of handset characteristics is required. To this end, this p& per investigates the non-linear characteristics of telephone handsets and proposes a handset mapper that overcomes the limitations of the conventional approaches.
PROBLEMS OF CMS
Cepstral mean normalization (CMN) [3], a popular approach to channel mismatch compensation, is based on two assumptions: (1) the cepstral mean of clean speech is zero and (2) the channel is linear. These assumptions lead to a simple formulation of recovering the clean cepstrum from the channel distorted cepstrum:
G l e a n = Cdistorted -G h a n = Cdistorted -E { C d i s t o r t e d } (1) 
where the mean of the clean cepstrum E{ccrean} is the c e p stral mean of the whole TIMIT corpus. This method, however, does not address the problem of channel non-linearity. In this paper, we propose a novel compensation method that does not rely on any of the above assumptions.
NON-LINEAR FEATURE MAPPING
We hypothesize that clean cepstra and distorted cepstra are nonlinearly related, i.e.,
G l e a n = f ( a i s t o r t e d , Cchannel)
where f() is a nonlinear function. In our study, we used our recently proposed elliptical basis function (EBF) net- 
where jij and Cj are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the jth basis function respectively, WkO is a bias term, w k j is an output weight connecting the hidden node j to the output node k , and yj is a smoothing parameter that controls the spread of the j t h basis function. In our study, ~j was determined heuristically by
where $1 denotes the 1-th nearest neighbor of ,Gj in the Euclidean sense, L is the number of nearest neighbors, and Q is a parameter that controls the spread of the basis functions. The mean vectors and the covaxiance matrices of an EBF-based feature mapper can be estimated in three steps 171. In the first step, the K-means algorithm is applied to determine the cluster means of the training data X in the input feature space. Mathematically, we estimate the function center $j by the sample average J j , i.e.,
where E E Xj if 1 1 5 ' -$j i j l l < 1 1 5 -V j # IC, Nj is the number of samples in the cluster X j , and 11 -11 is the Euclidean norm. In the second step, the covariance matrices are approximated by the sample covariance Finally, the output weights {wkj} c m be determined by a least squared method.
RECUPERATION OF GAUSSIAN CLUSTERS
We used two Gaussian clusters (with each cluster containing 1000 samples) to demonstrate the idea of feature recuperation. The first cluster had a mean vector at ( is too small, the mapper will map all input data onto a very small region in the feature space. This is because the least squares method that determines the o u 6 u t weights will find a least squares solution to satisfy all training data. In this case, the best compromise is to map all inputs onto a single point (which is the center of all desired outputs) in the feature space. Fig. l(c) demonstrates that the mapper ca,n recover Cluster 2 almost perfectly when there are sufficient function centers.
FEATURE RECUPERATION FOR SPEAKER VERlFICATION
Speaker verification is the verification of whether the voice of a claimant matches the voice of the claimed identity.
While speaker verification based on clean speech has reached a high level of performance, severe pexformmce degradation still occurs when telephone speech is used. In our study, we propose to apply speaker-specific feature mappers as a means to alleviate this problem.
Enrollment Procedure
We used 258 speakers (186 males and 72 females) from dialect regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the TIMIT and NTIMIT corpuses to evaluate the mappers. TIMIT is a phonetically balanced, continuous speech corpus, and NTIMIT was o b tained by playing the speech in the TIMIT corpus through a telephone network, which resulted in a telephone bandwidth corpus [SI.
In our study, the speakers were divided into four sets:
a speaker set (76 speakers from dialect region 2), an antispeaker set (38 speakers from dialect region l), a pseud& impostor set (68 speakers from dialect region 4), and a impostor set (76 speakers from dialect region 3). The SA and SX sentence sets in the corpora were used as the training set, and the SI sentence set was the test set. This arrange ment allowed us to perform text-independent speaker verification experiments. See [7] for the details of regarding the use of these sets. The feature vectors that characterize the voices of speakers were derived from an LPC analysis procedure. For each sentence, the silent regions were removed by using the information provided by the .phn files of the corpus. The r e maining signals were pre-emphasized by a filter with transfer function 1 -0.952-'. For every 14 ms, 12th order LPderived cepstral coefficients were computed by use of a 28 ms Hamming window.
The enrollment procedure that produces the speaker models is adopted from [A. Each speaker in the speaker set was assigned a personalized EBF network that modeled the characteristics of his/her own voice. For each network, the feature vectors derived from the SA and SX sentence sets of TIMIT were used for training. Each network was trained to recognize the data derived from two classesthe speaker class and the anti-speaker class. The former was derived from the speaker set while the latter from the antfspeaker set. Therefore & network (speaker model) consisted of 12 inputs, a number of hidden nodes (denoted as function centers), and 2 outputs, with e a h output representing one class.
Step 1: Apply the K-means algorithm to the cepstral vectors of the speaker being enrolled. The resulting centers are referred to as the speaker centers.
Step 2: Apply the K-means algorithm to the cepstral vectors of all anti-speakers in the anti-speaker set to obtain a pool of function centers. These centers are referred to as the anti-centers.
Step 3: Apply (7) to obtain the function widths corresponding to the speaker centers by using 2' as the cepstral vectors of the speaker and as the speaker centers obtained from Step 1. Similarly, (7) is applied to the cepstral vectors of the anti-speakers to obtain the widths corresponding to the anti-centers.
Step 4 : Compute ?j. in (4) according to (5) and compute the matrix *. Apply singular value decomposition to find the output weights W.
Step 5: Determine the decision threshold as in [9] .
Note that this procedure embeds the anti-speaker model in the speaker model, which enables the network to perform scoring normalization during verification [lo] . 
Constructing Feature Mappers
Besides the speaker model, each speaker was also assigned a personalized feature mapper. These mappers, which consisted of 12 inputs, 12 outputs and a large number of function centers (20 in our study), were trained to recover the clean TIMIT cepstra from the distorted NTIMIT cepstra.
The feature vectors (cepstra) derived from the SA and SX sentence sets were used for the training. The procedure of constructing a personalized feature mapper is identical to that of constructing a speaker model, except for the following differences. First, the K-means algorithm and (7) were applied to the distorted cepstra derived from the corresponding speaker and anti-speakers for the case of constructing a feature mapper, whereas in the case of constructing a speaker model, they were applied to the speakers' cepstra and anti-speakers' cepstra independently.' Second, the feature mappers were trained to produce clean cepstra, while the speaker models were trained to discriminate the true speaker from the impostors. Therefore, the feature mappers perform function interpolation while the speaker models perform pattern classification.
We built and trained a series of speaker-specific mappers that mapped the NTIMIT cepstra onto their TIMIT counterparts. Although perfect recuperation is impossible, recognition performance might be improved if we could bring the distorted features closer to the clean ones by using the mappers. To this end, we used distorted speech in the ISince we do not know prior to verification whether a claimant is the true speaker or an impostor, the mappers need to handle both types of speakers. NTIMIT corpus as inputs and the clean TIMIT speech as the desired outputs for training. We used 20 centers (10 for speaker's centers and 10 for antispeakers' centers) to construct a speaker-dependent mapper. The values of CY and L in ( 5 ) were set to 60 and 5 respectively for all mappers.
Verification and Threshold Determination
Verification sessions were divided into genuine attempts and impostor attempts. For each genuine attempt, utterances were extracted from the SI sentence set of the true speaker; whereas for each impostor attempt, utterances were extracted from the SI sentence set of the impostor set.
For each utterance made by the claimant (could be a true speaker or an impostor), the difference between the two Scated average outputs of the EBF network was computed. (5) is the scaled output, i.e.,
where P(Ck) is the prior probability. As a result, we have & c,,x $k(z) M 0.5, where N denotes the number of patterns m the training set X . A simple way to estimate the prior probability P(ck) is to divide the number of patterns in c h s c k by the total number of patterns in the training set. Verification decisions were based on the criterion:
where < is the decision threshold corresponding to the claimed identity. Note that the decision threshold was determined during the enrollment phase [9] . More specifically, after a network has been trained, the verification procedure described above was applied. However, instead of using the speech of an unknown speaker, the feature vectors derived from the pseudo-impostor set were used. The threshold was adjusted between the range [-1, 4-11 until the false acceptance rate (FAR) fell below a predefined value. In our study, the predefined FAR was set to 0.02%.
Once the threshold value was found, the false rejection rate (FRR) corresponding to each speaker was obtained by presenting the SI sentence set of the speaker to his/her own network. The false acceptance rate (FAR) was obtained by feeding the SI sentence set of all impostors (from the impostor set) to the network.
Results and Discussion
To evaluate the pexformance of a mapper, we used the distorted speech as inputs and compared the mapper's outputs with the desired clean cepstra. Fig. 2 plots the clean, distorted, and recovered cepstra of a speaker. Since the c e p stra are 12-dimensional vectors, only the first 2 components (which have the largest variance) are plotted. Fig. 2 shows that the recovered data are closer to the clean data (in the cl -c2 space) than the distorted data. which is very close to the results obtained by using the clean patterns without the mappers. This suggests that the verification performance can be improved remarkably by using the feature mappers. 
